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1 · Introduction 
'.\ 

The solution of the·Wolfenstein equation for neutrinos passing in mat:. 
ter [1] (for simplicity we shall consider the mixing oLonly two sorts 
of neutrinos, Ve, vi') results in the conclusion that at certain values of 
the difference between the square neutrino masses, the mixing angle 
and. density of the matter there arise resonance. neutrino oscillations 
[2]. This phenomenon is known as the MSW effect. :: 

·The present· paper is. devoted ·to ·the analysis .of the Wolfenstein 
equation describing t~e neutrinos passing through matter. 

2 The "W"olfenstein equation for neutrino iri Mat-
ter 

In the ultrarelativistic limit the ev~lution equation· for the neutrino 
wave function v~ in matter has the form [1] 

,dv~ .·. A £12 A •· 

zdt = (pi+ 2 + W)v~, 
. p 

(1) 

where p, M2, W are, respectively, the, momentum, the square mass ma
trix in vacuum (it is nondiagonal)' and the matrix taking irito account 
neutrino interactions in matter, 

·v~ = ( ~:) '.· 
l A ( 1 0) 

. I= 0 ,1 .. 
·l 

The matrix M2 is diagonalized by rotation through the angle () 
(vacuum oscillation): . 

A 2 ( m2 -M = ~ Ve_lle m2 
l/pVe 

2 ) mv.vl' ., 

m~l'vl' . 

~ ~ 

2 
2mv.vp 

tan(20) = 1 m-2-_ m~.v. I' A2 - 1 2 ' 
( 

m2 0 )· 
Mdiag- 0 m2 

Vpllp 

8-Vi~··~· ... ~A·i~~l'JT' 
U~JI~MA HtC.:!.~:::~lilll . 
6HE,il~!OTSHA. 

(2): 



and the length of oscillation Lo in this case is 

47rp 
- 21' Lo -I m~ -m2 

E~pc. (3) 

Since M2
. is a nondiagonal matrix (evidently, i12 ·appears at very short 

distances r p, r p > > -1-· ), this vacuum oscillation of neutrinos will take mw · 
place at an:v energies with the length of oscillation L 0• The solution of 
equation (i) is considered in detail in refs. [2, 3] and here the main 
results will be shown in the reduced form. 

When neutrinos pass through matter; its influence (see equation 
(1)) lead__s to changes of the rot?'tion angle() for diag_~malizing th~ mass 
matrix M 2

, if diagonal matrix W, responsible for the difference between 
the interactions of the neutrinos (ve, v1,), is added to the mass term 
M2f2p, and then() bec~mes ();(()' '=/: 0). 

Thus, neutrino mixing in matter is det~r~ined.by ~in2 (20'): 

sin2(20') ,= sin2(20)/[( cos(20) - ~~? + sin2(20)], ( 4) 

where L 0 .is a diffraction length (i.e. length of formation): 

Lo =27rmp(2o.5G_r:pYe)-I = 

3107 (m)(p(g/cm3)21'~)_: 1 , (?) 
Ye is the number of electrons per. nucleon. 

In the common case ()' depends on the difference of masses m1. m2, 
density p of matter and the neutrino momentum. 

At Lo -~ L0 the resonant neutrino oscillations take place, i.e. 
sin2(20') ~ 1. 

Now, the following question arises:. although equation ( 1) yields 
the above results, is this equation formulated correctly from a physical 
point. of view?. Or, in other ~yords, is it possible, to write the equation 
for the neutrino wave function V<J> in matter in the fmm of equatio,n.{1) 
without violating the necessary physi~al requirements? 

In previous papers [4] we discuss~d various aspects of equation (1). 
N o:w we shall go on discussing equati~n · ( 1). 
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3 ·Analysis of the Wolfenstein equation 

1. This is a Schrodinger type equation for. the ftinction q.:, 

l/,p =· ( ~e ) , . 

' c Jl 

t ; ) ~ 

where Ve = VeL+ VeR, vp. = v;,L+ Vp.R . Thus, this is a left-right symmet
ric equation for the' spin or function. This equation contains the term 
l~' ,which arises from· the weak iriteraction (contribution 'of\V l;>osons) 
and contains only'the left'inte~action·of the neutrinos, and'is sub-. . 

stituted into the left-right symmetric equation ( 1) without.· indication 
of its left origin, i.e., this equation contaii1s superfluous componei1ts 
Wven;lVvp.R· .Then we see that Eq. (1) 'is the·equation including the 
term lV that arises not from the. weak interaction but a hypothetical 
left-right symmetric one .. Moreover, the obtained effect of resonant 
enhancement of neutrino oscillations·in matter is caused by this hypo-
theticalleft-rightsymmetric interaction; . , 

·.As-can be see1i fromEqs~ ·(1)-(4), if enhanc~m.ent qf nei1trino os
cillations is to occur in matter· (see'.Eqs.'! (1 )-( 4)};' the result! of the 
interaction of the neutrinos with matter must reduce ·to a change in 
the effective inasses Of Ve, Vp. (W is a diagonal inatrix). If the effective 
masses of Ve,Vp. become·near:(m;_,, ~ mvp) ii1 matt.eras.a.result ofthe 
contribution of the hypothetical'interaction , then tlw mixing angle ()' 
will be of order()'~ f. ,. ·.· . :" · :.'c .. 

·The standard weak interaction takes .part only in· t.h(' left-side in
teraction. But· to generate masses of fe'rmions, it. is necessary to. have 
a· Jeft-right symmetric interaction [5]; that )s, wh~~, the st.anclarci · \Veak 
interaction cannot result in enhancement.· of neutrino oscillations' in 
matter. So, we see that Eq.(1) is the equation including a hypothetical 
left-right interaction and hq.ving no connect.ion with the standard weak 
interaction. . •, . , ; 

2. Let us consider whether this equation, ;with the hypoth~t.ic~l 
interaction, can lead to the existence of resonant enhancement. in mat.-. 
t'er. Th~ answ(:!r, is cle~ ~.In ~uch a form this equation leads t~ re~oi~·a~1t: 
enhat;c~ment of the. oscillations in n;att.er1 :H~~~ever:· a ~pi.~st.ion ag(til~ 
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·arises regarding the equation itself: is it possible to substitute simul
taneously the nondiagonal m~s term 1

'2i
2 resp~nsible for tl~e neutrin~ 

A p 

mixing and the term lV associated with the hypothetical left-right sym~ 
metric interaction? This question appears because in the region of the 
hypothetical interaction (an action 'identical to the weak interaction), 
i.e., at distances of order m~v' no significant nonconservation of lepton 
numbers is found (in the weak interaction the lepton numbers are con
served): Then it may beconcluded tl~at:'the.nonc<mservati_6n of.the 
lepton.numbers occurs at shorter distances, i.e., the nondiagonal mass 
term M 2 must take place 1at shorter distances rp ~· ,;P (mp - charac
teristic mass where the lepton numbers are violated). So, we. haye the 
following question: Can this mass term arising at shorter distances be 
sensiti~e to a mass arising at • distances ~f order mlw? The answer to 

this question is again clear; •The mass term A12 can be sensitive only 
to the masses that arise at distances coriq)arable \Vith the distance at 
which this term appears itself. In· other words, if we. wish to take into 
account the contribution of the' hypothetical interaction in Eq. ( 1) to 
the neutrino mass,. we must take into.account only;the part of the mass 
that arises from this hypothetical interaction at distances of the order 
of the distances where the nondiagonal.mass term i12 .appears,· i.e., 
at r. ~ rp.: Thus, we. have arrived at the conclusion that Eq;(I) in 
such a form does not take.into account the fact that the terms·M2 and 
lVarise at different distances and to formulate .the equation correctly, 
they should be combined. · · · 

Let us combine these terms ii1 Eq.(l). For this purpose we estimate 
the deposit of the hypothetical interaction on the mass of T/e at distances 
r ~ r ~- In· the expression for L0 there is a term G F which has the 
following • form: 

. . 9tv 
Gp=J2-8 2' ····· mw 

and includes a vector boson propagator mtvl-q2 and when mrv .>> q2 

this propagator transforms into the expression +. If q2 is a ·very . . . mw . 
large vaiU:e, i.e.; q2 >>: mw and 'q2 ~ m~~··then the propagat~r'\vill 
h~ve the following form:. ~ (the sign is not taken 'into account for 
it characteriiesthe sign offts addition to the diagohal term of'ina.Ss 
matrix M2). 
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So, the length formation L 0' for the hypothetical left-right interac
tion at q2 ~ m~ (or at distances of the order of the lepton numbers 
violation) is ' ' ' 

. .. . 2 .. 

. £0' = ( m: )Lo. (6) 
mw ,· 

·The value of mp can be estimated from limitation ~f th~ ~- ·-+ e-( e+ e-o). 
[6] decays · · :: , 

W(,---+ e-e+e-) 12· 
. . . . r. . . " < 2;710- ) 

• W(all) .. - . ·.';_,, ' 

i.e.(mw) :S 2:710-12. · or 
m/., , 

mJ > ·I06m?v:· · 
·.;,; jl'' 

If mp ~ m, then 
. ,L01 .~1(/[/ ·. 

,- .. · /5.1; 

' ; .. - ~' ,,,_ 

The value of L 0' is very large and is much bigger than the di:rhension . . 

ofstars(ortheSuri). ·' ':t.; 

· From the.'e~pression (6) at·~.~ 0 we' also' obtain sin2(20m}, ~ 
sin2(20), i.e:, there is no resonance neutrino oscillation e'nhanceinerit'in 
matter 'connected with the hypothJtical left~iiglit's§nihlet,ric ~nt~rac-
tion;. ' ' "' ' ':.: · '·', · · '· ·" · ' · · " 

.-;~n J; _··.fll~ f. ~ ; . ~ 

4 . Neutrinos in Matter 

What happens when the oscillating neutrinos (with Ev :S 15.¥e.f) 1:!-r.e 
passing throhgh' matter (the Sun)? The oscillati~g'nel.~trinos' take !)art 
in the weak interactions in matter; and these interactions are at' low 
energies with low mom~I1tP:n(tran~fer' (Ce., dep,osit fromthetai19f the 
W bosons exchange, or of interactions at .long distances). It.'tis clear 
that thes~. interaCtions cannot give; contribution -,.to the non diagonal 
matrix M 2 ·~ising· from· interactions at· ve~y high. moihentuin. •· transfer . 
(or at very small distances),' moreover, :the -wealcinteradion- isleft
side one and cannot generate the masses (see refs;: [4,5]).· Then the 

!-:1 '., 
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Wolfenstein eqwl.tion(l) can be rewritten in the following-form: 

. dvil> A M2 

zdt = (P+ 2 )vll>, 
. p, 

where P .= (p+Wv. 0 ·'.) 0 ... 
form). p+Wv,. 

(here P is taken in nonoperator 

The values Wv., Wv,. are very small. ones a~d th~refore the momenta 
Pv. and Pv,. slightly differ (these values must be added to momenta 
of the left-side neutrinos; but not· right-side ones). To consider this 
question more strictly we rieecl to use the Dirac equation rather than the 
Wolfenstein one and then we will obtain the correct picture of neutrinos 

·passing through matter. But we do not realize such a procedure here 
for it does not lead to any interesting consequences. 

It is possible to put it in a more understandable form. If Ev is the 
neutrirw energy and E2. = p2 + ~n~, there arises the following question: 
~here, :will the deposit· go. from the weak neutrino. interaction, to p, or 
mv? From the abov<: discussion it is. clear that the weak interaction 
gives the deposit into p but mv remains without change. As a result., 
there is no enhancement of neutrino oscillations in matter. 

5 Conclusion 

The Wolfenstein equation for neutrinos passing through matter has 
been considered. Although from this.equation we can.ob.t.ai'n enhance
ment of neutriilo oscillations in ~atte~, in.deriving this equation some 
physical requirements have not bee~· ta1cen into account: . 

,, ' ' ' ' ' ; " ' - ' 

1., The Wolfenstein equation is left-right-sicle,symmetric but not 
. the equati9n with a left-side (the standard. weak) interaction. 

2.; In this equation we must put only the terms which appear at 
.the same distances, namely M2, W (i.e:, their contributions must be 
combined). 

Taking into account these physical requirements results in this 
equation including a hypothetical interaction but not the weak one. 
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Besides, this equation does not result in enhancement of neutrino os
cillations. in matter . 

· In conclusion we would like to stress that in the experimental data 
from [7] there is no visible change in the spectrum of the B 8 Sun neutri
nos. ·The measured spectrum of neutrinos coincides with the computed 
spectrum of the B 8 neutrinos [8]. 
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